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Abstract 

In certain Latin American countries there are a series of benefits for employees such as "SEVERANCE 

PAYMENTS" retroactively, that is, the benefit depends on the last salary and accumulated seniority up 

to a certain moment, that is, 𝐵(𝑡) = 𝑆(𝑡)𝑡. 

𝐵:𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 

𝑆: 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦 

𝑡: 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

Hypotheses such as this are sometimes formulated: Social benefits prevent wages from rising in real 

terms because they are very expensive and slow down the growth of companies with a certain impact 

on the economy. This work dismantles such a hypothesis based on beliefs, but not on statistics and 

relevant information to accept it as such. 

1. Background 

The structure of the retroactive Social Benefits, originally intended to cover the employee from some 

contingencies in health, education and even housing, understood as help that could overcome an 

emergency of some of the aforementioned contingencies. 

The model 𝑩(𝒕) 

The calculation of the Social Benefits, once again, is given by the product of the salary and the 

creditable service up to a time t. That is to say: 𝐵(𝑡) = 𝑆(𝑡)𝑡. 

When we analyze the formula in a very simple way, for example; In the case of Venezuela, this being a 

demographically young country (average age in the 30-40 range) with frankly very low wages, it is in 

no way possible for severance benefits to be high, with impediments to raising real wages and even less 

to think that this benefit is an inhibitor of economic growth. 

A state decision for the welfare of the population cannot be influenced because 0.5% of the population 

may have high salaries and years of service; because that is not the case of almost all Venezuelan 

workers. 

2. Sample of 50 Private Sector/National and International Companies 

As already argued in the previous section, the hypothesis of high Social Benefits, inhibitors of 

economic growth, is strongly rejected, since the two variables that could explain the assumption of high 

cost are both very low analytically and statistically proven. 

However, in order to materialize this argument, a sample of 50 employees from the aforementioned 

sectors, both national and foreign, was taken over a 3-year horizon and the following was found: 
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

 

From the previous table and from the Statistics obtained from the observed growth in $, the following 

can be derived: 

a. The standard errors of salaries and ages are in the order of $7.24 and $0.75 respectively. 

b. For a Venezuelan to be a creditor based on a large average of the 50 companies, which has the 

best pay with a per-capita of $7.06 for social benefits, he had to work an average of 12.48 years in 

2022. 

c. A country without visible social security with very low pension amounts, coming to remove one 

of the few benefits still in force, does not seem reasonable within the context of social responsibility. 

d. Without intending to speculate, but if by 2022, the number of employees in the sample 24,814.00, 

the labor actuarial liability1 is $33.7 million then for 105employees in similar companies, the grand 

average liability would be in the order of $135.86 million. 

3. Conclusions 

 A country essentially rich in raw materials, several, with a national income in the order of 10,000 

MM$, could never be affected by this type of Benefits. 

 On the contrary, the economic reactivation falls on other variables such as clear rules for 

investors, both domestic and foreign, credibility and application of public policies aimed at the 

development and well-being of the population. 

 Companies must and have a social responsibility to respond positively to this type of benefit. 

Reward loyalty, continuous work and well-being of workers with reasonable payments in a win-win 

relationship within a context of mutual worker and company cooperation. 

 Business representation institutions and some multilateral organizations should be aware of this 

issue, eliminating social benefits is not solving the country's economic problem in any scenario. 

 Additionally, to all of the above, it is also important to mention that, under international 

accounting and finance standards, the amounts of the reserves for this concept, generally in a grand 

average represent approximately 50% of the Theoretical Maximum Liability. 

                                                 
1 (PBO: Projected Benefit Obligation) 

Historia 2022 $ USA Delta% Historia 2021 $ USA Delta% Historia 2020 $ USA

1 PBO 33.712.420,27  29,11% PBO 26.112.163,23  89,38% PBO 13.788.419,27  

2 N.EMP 24.814,00        4,50% N.EMP 23.746,00        -8,82% N.EMP 26.042,00        

3 percapita1 1.358,60          23,55% percapita1 1.099,64          107,69% percapita1 529,47             

4 servicio 474,19             -11,12% servicio 533,53             -1,77% servicio 543,16             

5 (3)/(4) 2,87                39,01% (3)/(4) 2,06                111,44% (3)/(4) 0,97                

6 PSP 83.120.815,57  52,14% PSP 54.636.201,41  126,84% PSP 24.085.530,91  

7 percapita2 3.349,75          45,59% percapita2 2.300,86          148,78% percapita2 924,87             

8 (7)/(4) 7,06                63,80% (7)/(4) 4,31                153,27% (7)/(4) 1,70                

9 edad promedio 43,77              -0,27% edad promedio 43,89              0,98% edad promedio 43,47              

10 antigü edad promedio 12,48              0,57% antigü edad promedio 12,41              0,51% antigü edad promedio 12,34              

dic-22 dic-21 dic-20 dic-19

1 INFLACION BS 119,37% 686,38% 2959,84%

2
 INFLACION EN $ 

(variació n del tipo de 280,43% 315,22% 2181,06%

3 INFLACION EN $ (EEUU) 6,50% 7,00% 1,40%

4 VALOR DEL $ 17,45              4,59                1,10                0,05       
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 Book the Theoretical Maximum Liability is a financial and accounting error, since this practice 

would mean that at fiscal closings all staff would be fired every year, which is false. In addition to 

breaching one of the international standards of employee benefits known as IAS-19. 

 In an undesirable scenario of raising salaries in exchange for eliminating benefits, it should be 

accompanied by a retirement plan (Pension Plan), where the concept is handled, for example, that if 

you Worker remains 15/20 years in the company, they are paid their benefits, obviously adjusting the 

wages in real terms. There must be a process for trade off high real wages and retirement plans in 

exchange for retroactive social benefits. 

 What is neither possible nor imaginable, is its elimination, in exchange only for a decent salary, 

there must be something more in a reasonable, fair, equitable and beneficial negotiation process for the 

parties involved. 

 

4. Annexes 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SAMPLE 

2022 
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